**Starting At**

**Note:** Setup for most Baggage trains are Optional. See Rules 25.25 and 26 and arrival restrictions.

**Note:** The following units were eliminated at Ligny: 28th Inf Ldw Rgt, 3rd West Ldw Rgt, 4th West Ldw Rgt, 15th Art Bn.

**Notes:**
A) "**" indicates that the unit is under a March Order that requires it to exit the map N3109-N3111. See rule 29.34 for changing the March Order.
B) "***" indicates that the unit is under a March Order that requires it to exit the map N3114-N3115. See Rule 29.34 for changing the March Order.
C) "r" indicates that the unit sets up as a reduced unit.
D) There are no Alternative Reinforcements for the Prussians in this Scenario.
E). The IV Corps is listed in the Setup charts for historical purposes only. They are not above. They were ordered to march directly to Waterloo and can play no part in the W Scenario.
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